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Class -2 : SEMESTER - I Social Studies

Max. Marks : 25

Syllabus:
3-5 Lessons
Time : 1 Hour

Name :

...........................................................................

Sec :

.........................

A. Answer the following questions.					

Roll No:

.....................

(3 x 2 = 6)

1. What are artificial fibres ?

Note : Cut along with the marking to avoid uneven cutting or torn.

2. What do we do in a house ?
3. Where does the rainwater get collected ?
B. Fill in the blanks with the words given in the box.			
			 germs

water

bungalow

(4 x 1 = 4)

huts

1. We find ______________ mostly in villages.
2. A _____________ is an independent house.
3. Sunlight keeps out ____________________.
4. Houseboats are found on ____________ .
C. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false statements.			

(4 x 1 = 4)

1. School children wear uniform on special occasions.
2. Clothes make us look smart and attractive.
3. A clean house is a healthy house.
4. Water is used to generate electricity.
D. Tick (4) the correct option				

(3 x 1 = 3)

1. Skin of some animals is used as.
		 (i)

money			 (ii) furniture

		 (iii) leather			 (iv) cleaning agent
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2. Water is a necessily for
		 (i)

human beings		 (ii) plants

		 (iii) animals			 (iv) all of these
3. We get water from
		 (i)

rain			 (ii) wells

		 (iii) hand pump		 (iv) all of these
E.		 Unjumble the following alphabet so that they form types of houses.									
										
(4 x 1 = 4)
1. RACAVNA

: _______________________________

2. ENTT		

: _______________________________

3. OLUBNGWA : _______________________________
4. UHT		

: _______________________________

F. Match the following dresses to the concerned person.
			

A		

		

(4 x 1 = 4)

B

							1. Student

							2. Astronaut

							3. Doctor

							 4. Army man
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